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Ellen Hunter

About me

I have been a pupil of Knox Academy for the last five years. During this time I

have learned a great deal about myself and have been and continue to be

inspired by both my peers and teachers. I see this as an opportunity to give

something back to the school whilst also continuing my personal development

journey. I am a driven and independent person and I think I could bring a lot

to the role of Head Pupil. I have previous experience of leadership as I coach

the Knox Junior Netball Team and I run the Goat’s Toes folk band. Through

these leadership positions and my other involvement in the school community

such as the Orchestra, String Orchestra and the Pupil Learning Team I have

developed essential organisation skills and formed strong relationships with

pupils from each and every year group allowing me to be a familiar face in the

school, making me approachable and easy to voice opinions to. If elected as a

Head Pupil, I would work hard to ensure that every pupil in every  year group

feels heard and recognised in Knox Academy. I cope well in social situations

and would consider myself a “people person”. I thrive in a team environment

and have good communication skills so I could be part of creating an effective

and dynamic pupil leadership team at Knox Academy this year.



My Proposals:

Hold Two Christmas Dances (senior and junior)

To avoid the annual rush (and inevitable disappointment) for Christmas Dance
tickets, I am proposing running two Christmas Dances. This would involve one for
S1-S3 and one for S4-S6. This way, we could keep to the number limits without
pupils feeling left out. I have been fortunate enough to have attended a number of
Christmas Dances and would hate for others to be unable to share this
excitement. I would love for every pupil to have the opportunity to experience a
school Christmas Dance and enjoy the festivities stress free.

Reintroduce Music Groups and Concerts

Music is a brilliant way to make new friends, inspire creativity and even relieve
stress. I strongly believe that every pupil of Knox Academy deserves to have the
opportunity to experience playing in a group environment. With this in mind, I am
advocating for the reintroduction of the music groups that have not yet restarted

after the pandemic, such as the school orchestra. Playing and sharing music with
others is something that Covid-19 prevented us from doing, and, now that the

worst is behind us, I would like to move away from online concerts and reinstate
in-person concerts at Christmas time and during Spring. I feel this is a great way

to nurture the relationships we have as a school with the community of
Haddington and reinforce our school values of ambition, respect and community. I

would also like to ensure that pupil’s artwork is displayed at these concerts. To
further strengthen our bonds with the community I would like to invite the elderly
people of Haddington to our concerts to see the vast amount of talent the pupils

of Knox Academy have to offer.
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Hold Local Election Candidate Assemblies

Last year I voted in an election for the very first time. I went into the polling station

feeling uninformed and still uncertain who I was going to vote for and I’m certain many

other young people have experienced or will experience this. I would like to invite

candidates for local elections to come into school and give assemblies about who they are

and what they and their parties stand for in order for the pupils of Knox Academy to

make a well informed decision on how they want the country to be run. As a school, I feel

it is important that we increase our political literacy and strengthen the ties we have with

the local MPs and MSPs.

Let’s make your votes count.

Introduce Driving Education for Senior Pupils

This would involve learning about driving theory and the highway code in a group

situation in order to give pupils a head start on studying for their theory tests, which

must be passed prior to sitting the practical driving exam. Driving theory books and even

apps can be expensive, meaning not all young people will have the same opportunities

without this extra support. In 2019/2020 the pass rate of theory tests was 47.7%,

meaning that just over half of all candidates failed. I am proposing for this to be led

either by S6 pupils or teachers who have already passed their tests. Providing support to

pupils going through this (as well as all of their academic exams) would lead to a

collectively safer and more confident group of young people on the roads.

Senior and Junior Pupil Parliament

Having been involved in the Knox Pupil Parliament since second year it has
come to my attention that it can be daunting for younger pupils to voice their

opinions and issues around the school in front of a large group of older pupils. I
am proposing running a Junior Pupil Parliament as well as the current combined
Junior and Senior Pupil Parliament to allow younger members of the school to be

more involved in meetings. This Junior Pupil Parliament would have a senior
pupil present to organise the meeting and take notes but the rest of the group

would be only junior pupils (S1-S3). This would also allow for a greater number of
pupils to be involved in school politics instead of just two or three from each year
group as each year group would have a few members from each house. Through

this, I am hoping to give younger pupils more leadership opportunities.
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